CORE VALUES
The vision, mission and core values are posted on the website. They are integrated
into programs and communicated to all the stake holders. One of the missions of our
institution is to cater to the higher educational needs of this area in general and of the weaker
sections in particular so that access and equity are provided and its vision is to produce
competent, committed, socially responsible, human resources. Since its inception our
institution has been after outreach programs, which develop a sense of commitment and
social responsibility and by offering quality education at a low cost, and by inculcating
values, it has been contributing to the national development.
Global Competence
The concepts of globalization, liberalization and privatization are drilled into the minds of the
students to emphasize the need to acquire skills to face global competition. Offering a
number of value added certificate courses, organizing thought provoking national seminars
on the burning issues , involving students in decision making, giving freedom to them to
take lead in community outreach programs, and motivating them to take part in innovative
programs and by giving them access to the knowledge and skills, necessary to navigate and
succeed in today’s interconnected world,
Value System among Students
One of the missions of our college is to facilitate young learners with opportunities to hone
their ethics and leadership potential. The last hour of every Saturday is demarked for value
based education in which students take lead , speak on burning issues of contemporary
society , especially on the untoward incidents making the fair sex target and on corruption,
pollution, adulteration , trafficking etc., Their participation, expression of their feelings,
sharing the views of the speakers interacting with them go a long way . The Foundation
Course on ‘Human Values and Professional Ethics’ is useful to the students but their
involvement in the last hour of Saturdays prove to be more useful.
Technology
Use of technology has become a basic need as it provides education crossing boarders and
continents. Online courses, Video conferences and applications like Skype have created a
global platform of teachers and students who can share knowledge in an easy and convenient
manner. Teachers remain in constant touch with their students through e-mails and have
access to a gamut of information within seconds. Online libraries and e-books, Use of
animation, videos, multimedia aids have transformed traditional learning methods by making
it more engaging, fun and entertaining. Education through technology is innovative,
economic , entertaining and inspiring. There is a need to promote the use of technology more
and more. Use of technology as a learning resource, managing the activities of the institution
in a technology-enabled way will ensure effective institutional functioning.
Quest for Excellence
Our institution is committed to provide the best educational experience possible to every
student.Innovative methods of teaching, access to the entire world in no time through
technology, information about the entire world promotes a sense of competition, which leads
to quest for excellence.

